
Exodus Study – Deffinbaugh Notes – Chapters 13-15  Lesson 9 

The Red Sea: Israel’s Deliverance and Egypt’s Defeat  
(Exodus 13:17–14:31) 

Introduction 
Dr. James Dobson has recently been sharing some of the letters he has received from his listeners concerning 

the funniest thing which has happened to their family. There is one story which is both amusing and relevant. I will 
retell the story to the best of my recollection: 

This family lived in the Northeast part of the country. In the bitterly cold part of winter their car had become 
especially dirty, what with road salts, frozen slush, and other wintry deposits. Conscious of the condition of their car, 
this family was driving down the road and came across an unusual sight. Water was gushing into the air from a 
broken pipe, beneath the surface of the road. A work crew had arrived and was just getting set up. Simultaneously, 
the family concluded that this was the perfect occasion for a car wash. They pulled the car far enough forward to 
park under the shower of water. The road crew watched, somewhat puzzled, and a little amused. 

Since it was still bitterly cold, they left the engine running, and kept the heater going as well. In a short time, a 
rather unpleasant odor began to dominate. It was about this same time that the family noticed that the water which 
was running down the windshield was not clear, not clear at all. Finally they understood the problem—they were not 
parked under the shower of a broken water main, they were under the shower of a broken sewer main. Quickly. they 
departed, watching the filthy matter freeze to their car in the bitter cold of that day. 

Things do not always turn out the way we expect. One can surely say this with regard to the Egyptian soldiers, 
who were pursuing the Israelites in the Egyptian desert. They left Egypt hastily, expecting that it would take but a 
little time and effort to round up the Israelites and drive them back to Egypt. Confidently, they pursued them into the 
midst of the Red Sea, only to discover, too late, that God was fighting for Israel and against them. In spite of their 
best efforts to escape, the entire army was wiped out that day, drowned in the Red Sea. 

Israel’s passing through the Red Sea is one of the most exciting events recorded in the Old Testament. It was an 
event of great importance to the nation. It rid the Israelites, once for all, of Pharaoh’s dominion. It also released them 
from their obligation to return to Egypt, after traveling three days journey into the wilderness to worship God. This 
was, in fact, the birth of the nation Israel. 

While this story is an exciting account of Israel’s escape, it is also the awesome account of the destruction of the 
Egyptian army who pursued them. In our next lesson, we will focus more on the deliverance of the nation Israel, but 
in this study we shall concentrate our attention on the destruction of the Egyptian army which pursued them into the 
sea. It is one of the vivid accounts of the judgment of God which we dare not neglect. Let us, then, consider the 
destruction of the enemies of God. 

Charting Israel’s Course 
(13:17-22) 

The structure of verses 17-22 is an important clue to our understanding of this passage. I agree with Gispen1 that 
verses 17-19 are parenthetical and explanatory, and that verse 20 begins the description of Israel’s movements as 
they leave the land of Egypt and begin the trek to Canaan. Verse 20 therefore does not describe a change in course, 
but begins to describe the course which was the outworking of God’s purpose for Israel, as outlined in verses 17-18. 

There were three possible land routes for Israel to take, by which they could have reached Canaan.2 The shortest 
route would have been to follow the “way of the land of the Philistines” (v. 17),3 but God deliberately avoided this 
                                                             

1 W. H. Gispen, Exodus, trans. by Ed van der Maas (Grand Rapids: Zondervan Publishing House, 1982), p. 
138. 

2 “Most traffic leaving Egypt heading eastward would take one of three roads. The most direct route to 
Canaan was the Via Maris, ‘the way of the sea.’ This road began at the frontier fortress of Sile, near modern 
Qantara, and reached Canaan at Raphia. … Another route that was taken by travelers heading eastward was ‘the way 
of Shur’ which crossed the Sinai peninsula to southern Canaan where it connected with the important water-parting 
route from Jerusalem and Hebron to Beersheba in the Negeb. … The third route, known today as ‘the pilgrim’s 
way,’ ran across the peninsula from the head of the Gulf of Suez to Exion-geber which was located at the head of the 
Gulf of Aqaba.” John J. Davis, Moses and the Gods of Egypt (Grand Rapids: Baker Book House, 1971), pp. 
155-156. 
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road. The reason given is that they would have encountered war and this would have caused them to lose heart and 
turn back to Egypt (v. 17). 

It is not altogether certain with whom the Israelites would have had to fight. Some reject the possibility of 
fighting with the Philistines because they have concluded that the Philistines had not settled in Canaan in sufficient 
numbers as yet.4 I am inclined to think that it is war with the Philistines to which Moses is referring here.5 While the 
Egyptians had forts strategically located along the routes to other countries, the Israelites had gained Pharaoh’s 
permission to leave Egypt. Besides this, Israel did, in fact, confront the army of Egypt at the Red Sea. 

It may seem strange that God wanted to avoid a military confrontation when we are told in verse 18 (cf. also 
Exod. 6:26; 12:41) that the Israelites were “armed for battle.” The expression used here has been understood to refer 
only the orderly way in which the Israelites (nearly 2 million people, counting women and children, cf. Exod. 12:37) 
departed Egypt.6 Others understand that the Israelites did come out of Egypt at least partially armed, but all seem to 
agree that Israel was not at all prepared to fight a full scale battle at this point in time.7 It would be some time before 
the Israelites were ready to do battle. At this time, all Israel needed to do was to “be still and watch” (14:14). 

                                                                                                                                                                                                    
“The fact is that it was not absolutely necessary for the Israelites to cross a body of water in order to travel 

from Egypt into the Sinai peninsula. Many persons imagine that Egypt in ancient times was separated from that 
peninsula by a continuous body of water, as it is today. But the Suez Canal was dug in the nineteenth century A.D. 
The isthmus of Suez at its narrowest is about 70 miles from north to south. Of this distance, about forty miles are 
covered by lakes, the rest being land.” J. P. Hyatt, Exodus (Grand Rapids: Wm. B. Eerdmans Publishing Co., 1980), 
pp. 156-157. 

3 “This was the direct route, but was heavily guarded by Egypt: the commentators give instances of the 
careful lists, kept by the Egyptian guards, of arrivals and departures at the frontier. The Israelites would certainly 
have ‘seen war’ (Hebraic for ‘experienced war’) along that route.” R. Alan Cole, Exodus: An Introduction and 
Commentary (Downers Grove: InterVarsity Press, 1973), p. 116. 

“The Pharaohs used this road for their expeditions to Syria, both during Moses’ time and afterward; it was 
the most direct link between Egypt and Canaan. Yet God avoided it, since the Philistines were outstanding soldiers, 
and God did not want His people to lose heart and change their mind when they were attacked by chariots in the 
open plains and would prove inferior to the Philistines in military equipment.” Gispen, p. 138. 

4 “The mention of the Philistines has been used as an argument against the factual accuracy of this 
narrative; it is claimed that the Philistines did not yet live in the southern coastal plains of Canaan at this time and 
did not settle there until after 1200 B.C., while the Exodus took place around 1445 B.C. … However, the Philistines 
were already mentioned in Genesis 26 as living in Canaan, and Gerar was called ‘the land of the Philistines’ in 
Genesis 21:32, 34. The Philistines are also mentioned in 15:14 and 23:31. Noordtzij has offered plausible reasons 
why the Egyptian inscriptions before 1200 B.C. are silent about the Philistines. … Excavations, especially those at 
Gerar, where pottery from the period 2000-1500 B.C. has been found similar to that of the later Philistines, also 
support Noordtzij’s opinion. It is thus correct to speak here of the land of the Philistines.” Gispen, p. 139. 

5 Keil and Delitzsch hold this view, observing that, “The Philistines were very warlike, and would hardly 
have failed to resist the entrance of the Israelites into Canaan, of which they had taken possession of a very large 
portion.” C. F. Keil and F. Delitzsch, The Pentateuch, Biblical Commentary on the Old Testament (Grand Rapids: 
Wm. B. Eerdmans Publishing Co., 1968 [reprint]), II, p. 38. 

6 Keil and Delitzsch write that this term “… signifies equipped, … not ‘armed,’ but prepared for the march, 
as contrasted with fleeing in disorder like fugitives.” Ibid. 

7 “… we may well believe they left Egypt with some arms in order to combat resistance at the border 
fortresses.” Hyatt, p. 149. 

“The statement that the Israelites left Egypt ‘armed for battle’ (some think that the word used here is related 
to the Egyptian word for ‘lance,’ others that it means ‘arranged in battle units,’ …) serves to explain their 
subsequent readiness to do battle with e.g., Amalek (ch. 17). The Israelites took not only jewelry, but also arms out 
of Egypt!” Gispen, p. 139. 

“The use of this term in Joshua 1:14; 4:12 and Judges 7:11 has led some to suggest the meaning ‘armed’ or 
perhaps ‘equipped for battle.’ Whether it is approriate to describe the children of Israel as ‘armed’ at this point is 
doubtful. They, in all probability, did secure some armor from the Egyptians but could not at this point be described 
as a mobilized army.” Davis, pp. 156, 158. 
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Note is made of the fact that the “bones of Joseph” were taken along. This was a reflection of the faith of 
Joseph, and the carrying out of his instructions that his remains be preserved and carried from Egypt to Canaan (cf. 
Gen. 49:26; 50:24-26). The fulfillment of Joseph’s request is recorded in Joshua 24:32. Stephen also refers to this in 
Acts 7:15-16. The exodus of Israel is thus linked historically to the Abrahamic Covenant and to the faith of the 
patriarchs of Israel. 

While the writer gives us the names of the places where the Israelites stayed,8 the exact locations of these places 
are simply not known.9 At best, one can only conjecture as to their locations, and even at this scholars disagree. In 
general, we can safely infer that the nation was moving in a south-easterly direction. The wilderness which the 
Israelites are skirting is not the wilderness of Sinai, but of Egypt.10 

Verses 21 and 22 describe one of the primary means God employed to guide the people as they traveled. A 
pillar-shaped cloud, in which God was present (cf. 14:24), served to guide the people both day and night.11 In the 
daytime the pillar took the form of a cloud; at night the pillar was a pillar of fire, thus being visible as a guide, as 
well as providing light for the people as they traveled (remember that at night vipers would be active, for example). 
Later, this pillar would serve as a protective buffer when moved between the Israelites and the Egyptians (14:19-20). 
There have been a number of naturalistic explanations of this pillar, but their only value is for our amusement.12  

The important thing to observe, I believe, is that God was faithful to provide the Israelites with a visible 
manifestation of His presence, protection, and guidance. The pillar, we are told, was constantly with them and never 
left (or failed) them. God continually gives His people evidences of His presence with them. 

Changing Israel’s Course  
(14:1-4) 

With the pillar to guide the Israelites, one may wonder why it was necessary for God to speak to Moses 
concerning the leading of the people in verses 1-4 of chapter 14. There is a very good reason, I believe. Moses was 
to bring about a “change of course” for the Israelites, one that would greatly perplex the people without an 
explanation. The Israelites were instructed to “turn back” and to camp near Pi Hahioroth, between Migdol and the 
sea.13 

Had the pillar of cloud moved in this direction without any word from God, the people may have been inclined 
to disregard it. They might have thought that the pillar needed repair. There are several reasons why. 

God’s instructions were required to assure the Israelites that the new course which the pillar would set were 
correct, even though perplexing. 

First, the Israelites were going to “turn back,” that is, to reverse their direction. Why in the world would they 
possibly retrace their steps backwards? Instead of fleeing from Pharaoh, it might look as though they were making it 
easy for him to catch up with them. Second, the course which they were about to take would be one that would place 
them in a very dangerous position. 

                                                             
8 This indicates that the writer was one who knew this area very well, and that it would not be possible for 

anyone other than Moses to have supplied this information. 
9 “The exact locations of these places are unknown …” Cole, p. 118. 
10 “The wilderness spoken of here is the desert area lying between Egypt and the Red Sea—not the 

wilderness of the Sinai peninsula.” Davis, p. 156. 
11 “This pillar of cloud and fire is mentioned on several occasions during the wilderness journey, cf. 40:38; 

Numbers 9:15-23; 14:14; Deuteronomy 1:33; Nehemiah 9:12, 19; Psalms 78:14; 105:39; 1 Corinthians 10:1. This 
pillar, the proof of the Lord’s presence, expressed His love and care for Israel (cf. Gen. 15:17).” Gispen, p. 140. 

12 Cole is disappointingly wishy-washy here, leaning toward the explanation that the pillar was a desert 
‘whirlwind.’ Cf. Cole, p. 118. Hyatt (p. 150) includes such possibilities as the tradition of the Arabs of carrying 
braziers filled with burning wood at the head of an army or caravan to indicate the line of march. He also suggests 
volcanic activity as a “more probable” explanation. 

13 Once again, we don’t know exactly where Migdol, Pi Hahiroth, or Baal-Zephon were located. Cf. 
Gispen, p. 141. 
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Through Moses, God ordered a change of direction which to many Israelites must have seemed 
strange and indeed risky, for their course was to turn in a southwesterly direction which in a short 
time would place great bodies of water between themselves and the Sinai peninsula to the east.14 

It didn’t take a military genius to figure out that what the Israelites were doing was to put themselves in a very 
vulnerable position, trapped, between natural barriers. Were Pharaoh to pursue them, they would be in a bunch of 
trouble. God explained through Moses that this change of course was indeed intended to encourage Pharaoh’s 
pursuit. Pharaoh, God knew, would think that the Israelites were miserably lost or misguided, and that recovering 
them as a work force would be like “taking candy from a baby.”15 Pharaoh’s attack would result in his defeat, to the 
glory of God (v. 4). 

Changing Pharaoh’s Mind  
(14:5-9) 

From what we are told in these verses, Pharaoh was ready for any sign of hope that he might recover the slave 
labor which he had released. Shortly after the Israelites had departed, Pharaoh and his officials had second thoughts 
about the wisdom of releasing this valuable economic resource—slave labor (v. 5). Pharaoh mustered his entire 
division of chariots and went after them in hot pursuit, six hundred chariots in all (v. 6). Pharaoh’s decision was not 
only hard-hearted, it was hard headed. Six hundred chariots (with 2, or at the most 3 men per chariot) would hardly 
seem to be a match for 600,000 men.  

The change of course of the Israelites seemed to be playing right into Pharaoh’s hands. He overtook the 
Israelites at Pi Hahiroth, undoubted looking like the cat that had just eaten the canary. How could he possibly fail? 

Calming Israel’s Fears  
(14:10-14) 

Israel was in trouble now. “To the east was the sea, to the south and west were the mountains, and the north was 
blocked by Pharaoh’s armies.”16 

The Israelites were shaken by the sight of the rapidly approaching chariots of Pharaoh and his men. They were 
terrified (v. 10). At first, the people cried out to the Lord (v. 10), but as the troops drew nearer and as Israel’s hopes 
of escape faded, their fear turned to bitter regret, focused toward Moses. Were there not enough graves in Egypt? 
Had they not told Moses to leave them alone, and not to meddle with Pharaoh? What had Moses done to them now? 
They would have been better off to have stayed on as slaves in Egypt. Such is the reasoning of fear and unbelief. 

Moses was much more calm, at least initially. Confident that God would deliver them from the Egyptians, 
Moses sought to reassure the Israelites of God’s protection, and of the defeat of the Egyptians. They were told to 
“fear not.” They need not fight, but only to stand firm and observe God’s victory over the Egyptians. They would 
never see these Egyptians again. 

From what God had revealed to Moses, he was confident of the defeat and destruction of the Egyptian army, 
now hotly pursuing them. What Moses was apparently not aware of was how and when this victory would occur. As 
the Egyptians drew closer, Moses probably expected to see them wiped out before the eyes of all, perhaps by some 

                                                             
14 Davis, p. 159. 
15 “If Israel encamped by the Sea opposite Baal-Zephon (which lies on the other side), then Pharaoh would 

think that they were confused or had lost their way, and did not know their way in the wilderness east of Egypt and 
west of the Red Sea. This was an obvious conclusion from the rather curious route Israel followed. Then the Lord 
would harden Pharaoh’s heart (cf. 4:21; 9:12; 10:20, 27; 11:10; 14:8, 17; Josh. 11:20) so that he would pursue Israel, 
and the final outcome would be that the Lord would gain glory for Himself through Pharaoh and his entire army, so 
that the Egyptians would know that He was the Lord (cf. e.g., 10:2). Verses 2-4 give us an impression of Pharaoh’s 
reprobation and of God’s omnipotence (cf. 9:15; Rom. 9:17, 22-23). From a human standpoint this hardening of 
Pharaoh’s heart was necessary to give Israel complete freedom and to release it from any obligation to return, since 
Pharaoh had broken his promise. … Pharaoh’s disposition toward Israel, and that of his officials … changed. They 
were not forced to sin, but made a voluntary choice in the wrong direction. And what was seen in the first chapter 
was repeated: greed and the desire for gain once again came to the fore, now that the plagues had been gone for a 
few days. They asked themselves and each other what could have induced them to let their cheap labor go. But the 
mistake could be corrected.” Gispen, pp. 141-142. 

16 Ibid, p. 143. 
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plague. Instead, they only got closer—much too close for comfort. Moses may have raised his staff, pointing it in the 
direction of the Egyptians. Like a jammed rifle, it didn’t seem to work. At some point, Moses began crying out to 
God, not unlike the Israelites had done before him (compare 14:10 with 14:15). The man who had begun “cool and 
calm” had begun to lose his grip. 

Divine Instruction and Intervention  
(14:15-20) 

My imagination may have run a little wild in the description I have just given of Moses’ uncertainty, but I doubt 
that it is too far afield. Without informing us of the exact manifestations of Moses’ fears, the text does give us a 
record of God’s mild rebuke to Moses in verse 15: “Why are you crying out to me? Tell the Israelites to move on.” 
Not only do we know from God’s words to Moses that he had cried out to Him, but there is a very clear inference 
that Moses was wrong in doing so. Why was it wrong for Moses to cry to God for help? There is only one reason 
that I can think of: Moses should have known what to do, and he should have done it. 

It is possible that Moses knew what to do because God had already given him precise instructions. Because we 
do not find any such instructions in our text, I am inclined to set this possibility aside. It is my opinion that God 
rebuked Moses for crying out for instructions because Moses should have been able to figure out what to do, and he 
should have then done it. 

Let’s think for just a moment about what Moses did know. He knew that God had guided them to the place in 
which they found themselves—between the Red Sea and the Egyptians. The pillar had led them there (13:21-22; 
14:19), and God had also explained to Moses that this was what He was going to do, so that He could gain glory 
through Pharaoh and his army (14:1-4). Moses knew that God had promised to bring the Israelites into the land of 
Canaan, which was across and beyond the Red Sea (cf. Gen. 15:13-21; Exod. 3:7-8, 16-17; 6:4; 12:25; 13:5). Moses 
also knew that God had given him power through the use of his staff. 

It is therefore my opinion that Moses should have reasoned that the only direction he could and should go was 
toward Canaan, and that meant through the Red Sea. The means for passing through the sea was for Moses to lift up 
his hand with his staff and to part the sea. This is precisely what God instructed Moses to do, but I believe that 
God’s gentle rebuke of Moses in verse 15 implies that Moses should have reasoned this all out. 

I want to pause here for a moment to emphasize the relationship between faith and reason. Some seem to think 
that faith and reasoning are opposed to each other, and that faith is therefore, by its very nature, unreasonable. I 
think this is far from the case. When God had Israel turn back, it only seemed unreasonable, until the purpose of 
God (in causing Pharaoh to think that they were lost, thus prompting his attack) was made known by God to Moses. 
God’s actions were very reasonable, when seen in terms of God’s purpose. 

Our Lord persistently encouraged men and women to use their minds. “Consider the lilies of the field,” He 
urged (Matt. 6:28), which was an appeal to man’s ability to reason. Abraham, we are told, “reasoned that God could 
raise the dead” (Heb. 11:19), when He commanded him to sacrifice his son. God did not tell Abraham He would 
raise his son, Abraham reasoned it was so, based upon his experience of having a son when he and Sarah were “as 
good as dead” (Rom. 4:19-21). God delights in faith that reasons and then responds. Moses should thus have 
reasoned what God wanted him to do and done it without asking God for guidance. I believe that we often ask God 
for guidance when reason would clearly indicate our course of action already. 

In spite of Moses’ lack of faith, God graciously responds to his cry for help. He specifically instructed Moses to 
raise his staff and stretch out his hand over the sea, so as to divide the water, making it possible for the Israelites to 
pass through on dry ground (14:16).17 The Egyptians, God informed Moses, would enter the sea behind them, due to 
                                                             

17 I must, of necessity, point out that there are many attempts made to explain the passing through the sea in 
terms of natural causes. Davis warns us that,  “A very popular view is that the Israelites crossed in a generally 
shallow and marshy district which could easily have been cleared of water and laid dry by the normal action of a 
strong wind.” Davis, p. 164. 

I believe Gispen’s advice should be taken at this point: “No sound arguments can be brought against the 
historicity of this event. … We should stay with the text of Exodus for both the fact and their explanation…” 
Gispen, p. 136. 

Another (often related) item of discussion among the scholars pertains to the place from which the 
Israelites crossed over the “sea”: “Broadly speaking, there are only three possible routes for the exodus, either near 
the Mediterranean coast (which is unlikely, because of the proximity of the Egyptian outposts) or directly across the 
Sinai peninsula to Kadesh (which not only seems to conflict with the biblical evidence, but would be very difficult 
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their hearts being hardened, but this was to result in their destruction and God’s glory (v. 17). The nation of Egypt 
will know for certain that God alone is Lord through this event (v. 18). 

God did more than just speak. The angel of the Lord, manifested in the pillar of cloud and/or fire, moved from 
in front of the Israelites to become their rear guard. He stood between the Israelites and the Egyptians. Throughout 
that night the pillar brought darkness to the Egyptians and light for the Israelites, thus enabling the Israelites to see 
as they passed through the sea, and perhaps preventing the Egyptians from seeing the sea as they followed after 
them (v. 20). 

Israel’s Deliverance and the Egyptians’ Destruction  
(14:21-31) 

Moses did as he was instructed, stretching forth his hand over the sea. This brought about a “strong east wind”18 
which drove back the sea all night long, even turning the seabed to dry ground (v. 21). This was no doubt to 
facilitate the need of the Israelites to quickly pass through the sea with their goods, which were likely loaded on 
wagons or carts of some sort. 

It must have taken a certain amount of faith on the part of the Israelites to enter into the sea.19 They, unlike the 
Egyptians, had the benefit of the light provided by the cloud. Thus, they were able to clearly see the water of the sea 
piled up like walls20 on both sides of them (cf. 14:22). What faith the Israelites lacked was compensated for by the 
                                                                                                                                                                                                    
from the point of view of the water supplies), or south to Sinai, and then north to Kadesh (which seems most likely 
on any score).” Cole, p. 117. 

“… I am of the opinion that, even if the Gulf of Suez was still connected with the Bitter Lakes and the 
Lakes were thus part of the Gulf, the statements in the text more fully agree with a crossing through the Gulf of Suez 
where it is deeper, thus in the vicinity of present-day Suez. … The biblical data point to the Gulf of Suez, not to the 
Mediterranean Sea. It would also be difficult to imagine that Solomon’s fleet was stationed on Lake Serbonis (cf. 1 
Kings 9:26).” Gispen, p. 137. 

18 Davis concludes that while the wind is a ‘natural’ force, this ‘wind’ had to be supernatural: “This writer 
feels that the best interpretation of the ‘strong east wind’ is to regard it as a supernatural wind rather than a purely 
natural wind. There are at least four reasons for assuming this view. First, it is doubtful that a purely natural wind 
would make a ‘wall’ (v. 22). Second, if this wind came from the east (v. 21) it most likely would have walled up the 
water in the wrong direction; that is, north and south. Third, two walls are mentioned (v. 22) which indicates that the 
waters were divided by this special wind (cf. v. 16). … Fourth, if this were a natural wind capable of moving enough 
water so as to provide a depth to drown the Egyptians, could the people have walked through such an area, assuming 
that a natural wind would have come through the area with tremendous velocity?” Davis, pp. 165-166. 

Cole adds, “Winds and fire are often described poetically in the Bible as almost personified messengers of 
the God who controls them (Ps. 104:4).” Cole, p. 121. 

19 “Hebrew yam is a very general word which may be used of a lake, a sea (such as the Mediterranean), a 
river (such as the Nile, Isa. 19:5) or possibly other bodies of water. However, in Exod. 13:18 a body of water is 
referred to as the Red Sea, and that is the designation often used in other passages which speak of the crossing of the 
sea (Exod. 15:4, 22; Dt. 11:4; Jos. 2:10; 4:23; 24:6; Ps. 106:7, 9, 22; Neh. 9:9 etc.). The Hebrew in such passages is 
yam sup, which means literally ‘sea of reeds,’ or ‘sea of rushes.’ In Exod. 2:3, 5 sup is used of ‘the reeds’ in which 
Moses was placed. Yam sup could well be rendered ‘Reed Sea.’ The translation of RSV by ‘Red Sea’ is based upon 
the rendering in LXX, eruthra thalassa, and Vulgate, mare rubrum. In antiquity ‘the Red Sea’ was a general term 
including the Indian Ocean, the Persian Gulf, and perhaps even more. … The OT uses yam sup with more than one 
meaning. In 1 Kg. 9:26 it clearly refers to the Gulf of Aqaba, and probably also in Num. 21:4; Dt. 2:1. In Num. 
33:10 (P) yam sup obviously means the Gulf of Suez, and is distinguished from ‘the sea’ through which the 
Israelites had passed just after leaving Hahiroth (33:8).” Hyatt, p. 158. 

20 It is disappointing to read Cole’s conclusions about the “walls” of water on both sides of the Israelites: 
“This metaphor is no more to be taken literally than when Ezra 9:9 says that God has given him a ‘wall’ (the same 
word) in Israel. It is a poetic metaphor to explain why the Egyptian chariots could not sweep in to right and left, and 
cut Israel off; they had to cross by the same ford, directly behind the Israelites.” Cole, p. 121. 

While the Bible often uses metophorical language, it seems to me that Cole is somehow trying too hard to 
find a phenomenon here that is too ‘natural’ and not enough ‘supernatural.’ Davis writes, “It appears that the basic 
sense of the use of the word wall (Heb. homah) is to designate a passageway between two generally perpendicular 
masses. On the basis of the Hebrew text alone, however, it is difficult to determine whether a literal perpendicular 
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fact that the Egyptians were right behind them. When confronted with the choice between the sea and the Egyptians, 
the sea would have been the less dangerous choice. God’s motivations are a wonder to behold! 

To me, the most difficult thing for me to believe is not the parting of the sea, or of the Israelites passing through 
it, but the fact that the Egyptians followed them into the sea. Think of this for just a moment. Any well-trained army 
knows better than to plunge (pardon the pun) into an ambush. Whenever an army is faced with its enemy ahead and 
barriers are on both sides, there is a serious concern of being trapped in the middle by your opponent. Even worse, if 
you were to see the sea parted by the God of your adversary, would you be inclined to enter into that sea, knowing 
that you were seeking to capture the very people God was aiding to escape? To me, there are only two possible 
explanations to the entrance of the Egyptians into the sea, and both of them are incredible. 

One surprising possibility is that the Egyptians entered into the sea without even knowing it. This possibility is 
usually one which we would not even entertain, largely due to our own preconceived ideas of what happened. I do 
not know of anyone else who has come to this conclusion, so I would caution you to think critically here (as 
elsewhere). Nevertheless, there are several observations which make this an option which must be reckoned with. 

First, we are not told anywhere that the Egyptians knew that they were entering into the sea. We are told that 
they entered the sea (v. 23), but it is not specifically reported that they knew this was the case. Second, the time of 
the passing through the sea (for both the Israelites and the Egyptians) was late at night (cf. 14:20, 24,27). Third, the 
pillar which gave light to the Israelites, produced or promoted darkness for the Egyptians (v. 20). True, the Israelites 
could see the sea in the light provided by the pillar, but could the Egyptians? Fourth, it would seem highly unlikely 
that the Egyptians would enter into the sea, knowing that God had parted it for His people. Fifth, the Egyptians 
appear to be guided only by the Israelites. The Egyptians were in hot pursuit. Where the Israelites went, the 
Egyptians followed. (It wouldn’t be difficult to follow the tracks of 2 million people, now would it?) The Egyptians 
were concentrating on the object of their pursuit (the Israelites), not the scenery around them. You tend not to see 
what you are not looking for. Sixth, since the seabed had become dry ground, there would be no particular evidence 
that the Egyptians were in the midst of the sea. If, perchance, my speculations here are correct, can you imagine the 
horror of the Egyptians when they first realized where they were? They really did get in “over their heads” this time. 

The only other possibility is that the Egyptians knowingly pursued the Israelites into the sea, somehow blinded 
to the incredible dangers of doing so. As I have said before, it is absolutely incredible that the most powerful, 
well-trained army of that day could blunder so badly as to march straight into a perfect ambush, without the least 
hesitation. There is only one explanation for their actions—hearts which were supernaturally hardened, to the degree 
that the Egyptian army failed to see the obvious, to their own destruction. As God said to Moses, “I will harden the 
hearts of the Egyptians so that they will go in after them. And I will gain glory through Pharaoh and all his army, 
through his chariots and his horsemen” (Exod. 14:17). 

In the morning watch, which is known to be from 2 a.m. till dawn,21 God looked down from the pillar of fire 
and brought confusion to the Egyptian troops (v. 24). This was brought about by causing the wheels of their chariots 
either to fall off,22 to swerve, or to sink into the sands, which may now be wet. The poetic description of Psalm 77 
seems to inform us that the occasion for the confusion was a thunderstorm: 

The waters saw you, O God, the waters saw you and writhed; the very depths were convulsed. The 
clouds poured down water, the skies resounded with thunder; your arrows flashed back and forth. 
Your thunder was heard in the whirlwind, your lightning lit up the world; the earth trembled and 
quaked. Your path led through the sea, your way through the mighty waters, though your 
footprints were not seen (Ps. 77:16-19).  

Assuming that the Egyptians did not know they were entering the sea, can you imagine the horror of the 
charioteers when the first bolt of lightening revealed the seas towering above them? Too late, the Egyptians 
recognized that God was fighting for the Israelites and against them. They sought to retreat, returning to the shore 

                                                                                                                                                                                                    
wall is necessarily implied. … In the light of the full context, however, preference certainly must be given to the 
former [perpendicular wall] viewpoint …” Davis, pp. 167-168. 

21 “I Samuel 11:11 also mentions this, the last of the three watches, from 2 a.m. to dawn, about 6 a.m. This, 
the darkest hour before the dawn, was traditionally the time for attack, when men’s spirits are at their lowest.” Cole, 
p. 122. 

22 “The expression ‘took off’ their chariot wheels (v. 25) is a translation of the Hebrew word sur meaning in 
the Hif’il stem to ‘take away or to remove.’ … The Septuagint, on the other hand, speaks of God ‘clogging their 
chariot wheels’ an idea which has been carried over into the Revised Standard Version.” Davis, p. 167. 
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from which they had entered the sea. Instead, they plunged, headlong, into the waters (cf. v. 27) as they returned to 
their place. 

At daybreak, God instructed Moses to once again lift his staff over the sea, but this time to bring the waters of 
the Red Sea thundering down upon the Egyptians. The sea closed in on the Egyptians, so that every one of them was 
drowned (v. 28). In marked contrast, the Israelites passed through the sea on dry ground, safely reaching the other 
side (v. 29). The Red Sea thus became the instrument of Israel’s deliverance and the Egyptians’ destruction. The 
Israelites witnessed the power of God and came to a deeper appreciation of Moses as the leader God had appointed, 
and through whom God’s power was manifested in a mighty way (v. 31). 

Conclusion 
The destruction of the Egyptian army in the Red Sea causes us to look seriously at the judgment of God. Several 

principles of divine judgment are evident in the events of the exodus as described in our text. 
The judgment of God begins sooner than His final destruction. To put it differently, the judgment of God 

begins with the hardening of men’s hearts. While the final destruction of the army of Pharaoh came at the time 
Moses lifted his hand over the sea and it came crashing down on the enemies of Israel, that judgment was already at 
work much earlier. The drowning of the charioteers was but the final blow of divine judgment, a judgment which 
had begun a year or more earlier. 

God had begun to judge the Egyptians at the time that Moses returned to Egypt and appeared before Pharaoh, 
and the plagues were commenced. Each plague was a judgment of the gods of the Egyptians (cf. Exod. 12:12). For 
about a year, the ten plagues had been poured out upon Egypt. The destruction of the Egyptians in the Red Sea was 
the culminating act of divine judgment. 

But how is it possible, given ten previous plagues and the present perils of entering into the Red Sea, that the 
Egyptians could so blindly persist in their oppression of God’s people, and in their indifference to God’s warnings? 
The biblical answer, found in Exodus and confirmed in other biblical texts, is that they persisted to pursue their own 
destruction because their hearts were hardened. 

A little investigation in a Bible concordance will show that reference to the hardening of Pharaoh’s heart (and 
sometimes his officials’ or his army’s hearts) occurs 14 times in Exodus. Of these 14 instances, six refer to God 
hardening Pharaoh’s heart (9:12; 10:1, 20, 27; 11:10; 14:8), three refer to Pharaoh hardening his own heart (8:15, 
32; 9:34), and five are indefinite (7:13, 22; 8:19; 9:7, 35). From these passages and others, we can identify several 
characteristics of hardening. 

(1) The hardening the heart is a process. Pharaoh’s heart was not hardened once, it was hardened repeatedly. 
Hardening is thus a process, not a one-time event. 

(2) The hardening of the heart involves both divine and human initiative. On the one hand, God hardens a 
man’s heart, yet, on the other hand, a man hardens his own heart. When God hardens a man’s heart, He does not 
cause a man to think and to do other than what that individual is inclined to do. God does not harden a man’s heart 
by making him want to sin. Pharaoh did not want to release the Israelites, nor did he wish to submit to the God of 
Israel. God hardened the heart of Pharaoh so that he would pursue the Israelites (14:4), but this is precisely what 
Pharaoh was already predisposed to do (14:5). 

Men often harden their hearts at crucial decision points. Notice that Pharaoh’s heart was always hardened with 
respect to a particular decision. Each time hardening occurred, it was in regard to a decision which Pharaoh had to 
make. During the period of the plagues, he had to decide whether or not to let Israel go. After the plagues, he had to 
decide whether or not to pursue the Israelites to bring them back (thus breaking his word which gave them 
permission to go). Pharaoh’s army had to make a decision whether or not to pursue the Israelites into the sea. At 
each decision point, the Egyptians were hardened or hardened themselves. 

From a divine perspective, God hardened men’s hearts in order to achieve His pre-determined purposes (such as 
the destruction of the Egyptian army and the deliverance of the Israelites). From a human point of view, men 
hardened their hearts by deciding to do that which was clearly identified as sin. The link between sinning and 
hardening is seen in Pharaoh’s actions: “When Pharaoh saw that the rain and hail and thunder had stopped, he 
sinned again: He and his officials hardened their hearts. So Pharaoh’s heart was hard and he would not let the 
Israelites go, just as the Lord had said through Moses” (Exod. 9:34-35). The New Testament likewise speaks of 
hardening as the product of the deceitfulness of sin (Hebrews 3:13). Thus, we can say that men not only harden their 
hearts, which results in sin, they also sin, which results in a hardened heart. 
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(3) The hardening of a man’s heart occurs when God “locks that man on his course.” The man makes his 
choice, based upon his own nature and course, but when God hardens that man’s heart, He prevents man from 
changing the course he has set for himself. What I am saying is that hardening the heart does not override the 
choices a person would make for himself, it is like a catalyst which causes the person to lie in the bed he has chosen 
to make, as it were. 

I know of people who have heard the gospel and have said, “I know that I am a sinner, and that I need to trust in 
Christ as my Savior. I also know that to make such a choice will necessitate a change in my lifestyle. Therefore, I 
am going to live my life the way I want to (sinfully), and then, when life is nearly over, I will trust in Christ and be 
saved from the coming wrath of God.” But, you see, God does not give such a person any consolation in this 
decision. The hardening of a man’s heart compels that man to live out the consequences of his choices and lifestyle. 
The process of the hardening of the heart forces us to make our eternal choices now, knowing that we may not be 
free to change our course in days to come. 

(4) The hardening of a person’s heart dulls and deadens their perception of danger and judgment. As we 
have seen in the headlong plunge of the Egyptians into the sea, the only explanation for such a foolhardy advance is 
that their hearts were hardened, so that they advanced, with little or no perception of the dangers of their actions. It 
was not until things actually began to fall apart that the Egyptians finally realized the grave danger they were in 
(14:25). When one’s heart is hardened, they are unable to see the danger which is abundantly clear to others. 

(5) The hardening of the heart can occur both to believers and to unbelievers alike. Pharaoh and the 
Egyptians who died in the Red Sea were undoubtedly unbelievers. It is not difficult to acknowledge the hardening 
process in the lives of unbelievers. I believe Scriptures indicate that a similar hardening can happen to the Christian. 
We read, for example, that the Israelites of old had their hearts hardened (2 Cor. 3:13-14; Heb. 3:7-19), and the 
application is extended to saints today. So, too, the hearts of our Lord’s disciples were hardened (cf. Mark 6:52; 
8:17). I have seen numerous instances where Christians have chosen to do wrong, and as they progress on the path 
of sin, their hearts become increasingly hardened. Their fate will not be that of the unbeliever, but surely severe 
consequences will follow (cf. 1 Cor. 5:5). 

(6) The hardening of men’s hearts is for the purpose of achieving what is good. The hardening of the hearts 
of Pharaoh and his soldiers was for the purpose of releasing Israel, once and for all, from Egyptian bondage. It was 
also for the purpose of glorifying God. And finally, it was for the purpose of demonstrating to the remaining 
Egyptians that God alone is Lord (Exod. 14:4). Is it possible that because of this disaster, Egyptians came to faith in 
the God of Israel? 

The final judgment of God comes suddenly and unexpectedly upon those whose hearts have been 
hardened by sin. We have already seen that the hardening of men’s hearts is the judgment of God. In other words, 
it seals the fate of those who are destined for judgment. Because of this, hardening the hearts of men dulls their 
sensitivity to sin and judgment so that it comes upon them suddenly and unexpectedly, as it did to the Egyptians. 

As I was thinking of the aloofness and apathy of men with regard to God’s judgment, it occurred to me that 
throughout the Scriptures those whose hearts have been hardened have found that judgment comes upon them 
suddenly and unexpectedly.23  

The Lord will send on you curses, confusion and rebuke in everything you put your hand to, until 
you are destroyed and come to sudden ruin because of the evil you have done in forsaking him 
(Deut. 28:20). 
Surely you place them on slippery ground; you cast them down to ruin. How suddenly are they 
destroyed, completely swept away by terrors! (Ps. 73:18-19)  
Therefore disaster will overtake him in an instant; he will suddenly be destroyed—without remedy 
(Prov. 6:15).  
A man who remains stiff-necked after many rebukes will suddenly be destroyed—without remedy 
(Prov. 29:1). 
While they are saying, “Peace and safety,” destruction will come on them suddenly, as labor pains 
on a pregnant woman, and they will not escape (1 Thes. 5:3). 

                                                             
23 I highly recommend that the reader look up the terms “suddenly” and “quickly” in their Bible 

concordance. You will be impressed with this emphasis on the judgment of God. 
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He who testifies to these things says, “Yes, I am coming soon” [quickly, NASB]. Amen. Come 
Lord Jesus (Rev. 22:20). 

Throughout the Scriptures the judgment of God falls quickly and unexpectedly on the unbelieving, whose hearts 
have been hardened to sin and to the judgment to come. On the other hand, the Bible speaks of the saints as being 
ready, expectant, sensitive to sin, and pursuing and promoting purity as the day of the Lord’s return draws near (cf. 1 
Thes. 5:4-11; 2 Pet. 3:8-18; 1 John 3:2-3). 

In marked contrast to the destruction-bent pathway of the Egyptians is the security of the Israelites, 
whether or not they perceived it at the moment. Reading the account of the Israelites passing through the Red Sea 
reminded me of the fact that things are often not what they seem to be. The Israelites were fearful, concluding from 
their circumstances that the Egyptians would be victorious over them. The Egyptians, on the other hand, were 
confident, thinking that there was no way they could not recapture the Israelites and take them back to Egypt as their 
slaves. Both the Egyptians and the Israelites were wrong in the estimation of things. Confident as they were, the 
Egyptians perished in the sea. And fearful as the Israelites were, they passed through the sea, delivered once and for 
all from their oppressors. 

The Egyptians felt confident and secure because it appeared that they had the upper hand. They had the chariots 
and the soldiers. They had the military might of Egypt. But the Egyptians failed to reckon with the fact that they 
were opposing themselves to God and to His people. No matter how strong and secure one might feel, opposing God 
is a deadly occupation. 

The Israelites were fearful and would even have considered going back to Egypt (cf. Exod. 14:10-12). The only 
thing which prevented this was the providential care of the God who had purposed and promised to deliver them 
safely to the promised land. Thus, God led them by another way than the “way of the Philistines,” knowing that war 
would have resulted in their losing heart and retreating (13:17-18). The Lord also assured the Israelites of His 
presence and guidance by the pillar of cloud and fire, and informed them as to why He was leading them so as to 
appear to have lost their way. The Lord also prevented the Israelites from retreating by placing the pillar of fire and 
the Egyptian army behind them. While the destruction of God’s enemies was assured, so was the deliverance of His 
people. No people were more secure than the Israelites, no matter how the circumstances appeared. No people were 
in greater peril than the Egyptians, regardless of their confidence and military might. 

The ultimate issue, which determined the destruction or deliverance of God, was this: ON WHICH SIDE 
OF THE CLOUD DO YOU STAND? In our text, the judgment of God and the salvation of God employed the 
same means—the Red Sea. Those who stood in the sea in front of the cloud (the Israelites) were delivered, but those 
who stood behind the cloud (the Egyptians) were destroyed. To put it in a little different way, those who had sided 
with the God of Israel were saved, while those who opposed Him were struck down by the sea. 

While this text graphically portrays the hardness of man’s heart, which leads ultimately to his destruction, it 
also pictures very clearly the salvation which God offers to all men, regardless of race. The sea was the instrument 
of God’s wrath, which destroyed the Egyptians. But that sea was also the instrument of Israel’s deliverance. Today, 
the dividing line between those who will be saved and those who will suffer God’s wrath is not a cloud, but the 
cross. God’s righteousness demands that sin must be paid for. The sinner must face the wrath of a righteous God. 
But in His grace, God has provided salvation, by pouring out His wrath on His Son, Jesus Christ. This he did nearly 
2,000 years ago on the cross of Calvary. All those who accept Christ’s sacrifice on that cross are saved, and all those 
who reject it (either actively or passively), must bear the coming wrath of God, which will come upon them just as 
quickly and unexpectedly as God’s wrath fell on the Egyptians. 

If this is true, the most important question you will ever answer is this, WHAT HAVE YOU DONE WITH 
REGARD TO CHRIST AND HIS CROSS? Our Lord Himself said, 

“For God so loved the world that he gave his one and only Son, that whoever believes in him shall 
not perish but have eternal life. For God did not send his Son into the world to condemn the world, 
but to save the world through him. Whoever believes in him is not condemned, but whoever does 
not believe stands condemned already because he has not believed in the name of God’s one and 
only Son” (John 3:16-18). 

I urge you not to delay in this decision about the cross of Christ. To delay is to further the hardening process of 
your own heart, and to bring about greater blindness and insensitivity toward your sin and the judgment which will 
come upon you. 
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The Song of the Sea  
(Exodus 15) 
Introduction 

A number of years ago, a child was tragically killed in an accident. The child was the son of the 
minister of a very liberal church. His funeral was one of the saddest occasions because there was no 
evidence of a truly Christian faith on the part of those most intimately involved. I will never forget the song 
that was given as an expression of the young boy’s affirmation of faith. The song was “Zippiddy Doo 
Dah.” 

Israel’s first great affirmation of faith was expressed in a song as well, but a very different kind of 
song. Some have titled this song, the “Song of the Sea.” Since it is not the only song of Moses (cf. Deut. 
32; Psalm 90), this title is definitive enough, linking it to Israel’s passing through the Red Sea, as described 
in Exodus chapter 14. 

The 400 years of the Israelites’ oppression in Egypt which God had foretold Abraham (Gen. 15:13-15) 
has now ended, fulfilled precisely, to the very day (Exod. 12:40-41).24 The affliction of the Israelites was 
noted by the God who had covenanted with Abraham to bless him through his offspring and to bring them 
out of bondage into the land of Canaan. Sending Moses to Pharaoh, God forced this reluctant ruler to 
release the Israelites through the ten plagues wrought by the hand of Moses. The death of every firstborn 
male of the Egyptians moved them to urge the Israelites to leave their midst, providing them with gifts of 
the best of Egypt (Exod. 12:31-36). After the Israelites, Pharaoh and his officials had second thoughts, and 
with the report which led them to believe that the Israelites were wandering about, lost in the wilderness, 
they pursued them, up to and even into the Red Sea, where they were destroyed as the waters of the sea 
returned to their place (Exod. 13:17–14:31). 

The deliverance of the Israelites and the defeat of the Egyptians is the occasion for the song which is 
recorded in Exodus chapter 15. It would appear that Moses wrote this song, which is no surprise in the light 
of the other songs he has written (Deut. 32; Psalm 90). The mood of the song is triumphant. The song is a 
description of the power of God as Israel’s defender, as evidenced in the destruction of the Egyptian army 
and in the deliverance of Israel by means of the Red Sea. The recent victory of God at the Red Sea is seen 
as a guarantee of the fulfillment of God’s purposes for Israel in the future, especially in the defeat of their 
enemies and in their possession of the land of Canaan. 

The structure of Exodus 15 is straightforward. Verses 1-21 contain the “Song of the Sea.” Verses 
22-26 describe the incident at Marah, occasioned by thirst of the Israelites and the bitter water which they 
found there. Verse 27 records the arrival of the Israelites at Elim, where there was water in abundance. 

God’s Victory Over the Egyptians in the Red Sea  
(15:1-12) 

Generally speaking, the structure of the “Song of the Sea” is straightforward. The simplest division of 
the song is two-fold: (1) What God had done for Israel by drowning the Egyptians in the Red Sea (vss. 
1-12); (2) What God will therefore surely do for Israel in the future (vss. 13-21). Finer distinctions can be 
drawn, but there is less agreement as one becomes more detailed in the breakdown of the song.  

Moses apparently wrote the song,25 and may have led Israel as they sang it. The first refrain, “I will 
sing to the Lord, for he is highly exalted. The horse and its rider he has hurled into the sea” (v. 1) is echoed by 
                                                             

24 The reason for the difference between the 400 years given in Genesis 15 and the 430 years given 
in Exodus 12 is easily explained. God spoke of 400 years of oppression in Genesis 15. During the lifetime 
of Joseph, the Israelites were not persecuted, and thus Moses writes in Exodus that Israel departed from 
Egypt 430 years after they had arrived. The difference of 30 years is therefore the time which Israel spent 
in Egypt in the favor of the Pharaoh who exalted Joseph (cf. Exod. 1:8-9). 

25 I have worded this statement carefully because there is no clear statement that Moses actually 
wrote this song. It is, however, rather strongly implied. Moses and Miriam are the two prominent leaders in 
Israel’s worship. Both Moses and Miriam are prophets of God, who can give inspired utterance (Exod. 
15:20; Num. 12:6-8). This song is sung by the victorious tribulation saints in Revelation 15, where it is 
called the “song of Moses” (Rev. 15:3). We can, I believe, safely infer that Moses is the author of this song. 
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Miriam,26 who led the women in singing almost the same words and dancing: “Sing to the Lord, for he is 
highly exalted. The horse and its rider he has hurled into the sea” (v. 21). While this song was sung 
corporately as Israel’s expression of praise and thanksgiving for God’s deliverance from Egypt through the 
Red Sea, verses 1 and 2 express this praise in a personal and singular. The first person pronouns “I” and “my” 
make the praise here personal.  

In typical psalm-like fashion, the acts of God are viewed as evidences of His nature and character. 
Consequently, the defeat of the Egyptians is described in poetic imagery. God’s deliverance is then viewed 
in the light of the character of God which is demonstrated in His deliverance. 

With dramatic poetic strokes, the event which just occurred in the midst of the Red Sea is described. 
While natural forces are employed, they are seen as miraculous events, brought about by the direct 
intervention and involvement of God. The Lord is said to have “hurled the Egyptians into the sea” (v. 4). 
They sank to the depths27 “like a stone” (v. 5). The winds are described as coming from the “nostrils of 
God” (v. 8). The waters “congealed” so as to “pile up like a wall” (v. 8). God’s sovereignty is evidenced by 
His control over the forces of nature (e.g. the winds), and by His ability as the Creator to cause nature to act 
unnaturally (e.g. the “congealing” of the water, so as to pile up like a wall). 

In verses 9 and 10, the sovereignty of God is seen in His ability to prevail, as a mighty warrior (cf. v. 
3) over the Egyptians, the mightiest army on the face of the earth. They arrogantly pursued the Israelites, 
confident of victory (v. 9). In spite of their power and confidence, God simply “blew them away,” causing 
them to “sink like lead” in the sea (v. 10). The greatest army on the face of the earth was no problem for the 
God of Israel to dispose of. 

Verses 11 and 12 summarize the implications of the mighty acts of God at the Red Sea, focusing upon 
God’s nature and character: “Who among the gods is like you, O Lord? Who is like you—majestic in 
holiness, awesome in glory, working wonders? You stretched out your right hand and the earth swallowed 
them.” The greatness and the goodness of God are thus recognized by the Israelites as they reflect on God’s 
victory over their enemies, the Egyptians. What impresses me about the conclusions which this song reveals is 
that they are the same as those purposes God has already stated in the Book of Exodus. What God intended 
for His people to learn from the miracles of the exodus is exactly what they concluded, as indicated in the 
song which they sang. 

Before his return to Egypt, God told Moses that Pharaoh would not release the Israelites until He 
compelled him to “with a mighty hand,” revealed by performing “wonders” among them (Exod. 3:19-20; 
cf. 6:1). Now, after their passing through the Red Sea, Israel praised God for what His “mighty hand” had 
done (vss. 6, 9, 12). God revealed through Moses that He was about to “bring judgment on all the gods of 
Egypt” (Exod. 12:12). Now, after the exodus, Israel proclaims, “Who among the gods is like you, O Lord?” 
(Exod 15:11). By the exodus, God said that Israel would know He was the Lord their God, who brought 
them out from under the yoke of the Egyptians (Exod. 6:7). Thus, after the crossing of the Red Sea, the 
Israelites sang, “He is my God, and I will praise him” (Exod 15:2). That which God sought to accomplish in 
the events of the exodus, He did accomplish, as seen by the praises of His people in this song. 

                                                                                                                                                                                     
The motivation for rejecting the Mosaic authorship of the “Song of the Sea” is the belief that some, if not 
all, of this song was written considerably later than the time of the exodus. The primary reason appears to 
be the “prophecies” of verses 13 and following, which they choose to view as history, described after the 
event. 

26 It is interesting that Miriam is referred to as “Aaron’s sister” (v. 20), and not as the sister of 
Moses. On the basis of this statement, some have suggested that Aaron and Miriam had the same father as 
Moses, but that Moses was the child of another wife. Others, perhaps more reasonably, have understood 
that this choice of words emphasized the prominence and position of Moses, even though he was the 
youngest of the three. 

27 Davis reminds us that the description of the waters of the Red Sea is not consistent with the 
drying up of any shallow body of water: “The poetic description of Pharaoh’s defeat further substantiates 
the concept of a crossing where the water was relatively deep. In verse 5 it speaks of the ‘depths’ having 
covered the Egyptian army. The Hebrew word for depths … usually carries the sense of oceanic depths, the 
sea, or an abyss.” John J. Davis, Moses and the Gods of Egypt (Grand Rapids: Baker Book House, 1971), p. 
174. 
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God’s Victory Over the Enemies of Israel in the Future  
(15:13-21) 

The first half of the “song of Moses” emphasizes the defeat of Israel’s enemies, the Egyptians. The 
second half of this song, in verses 13-21, is upon the defeat of those who would oppose Israel in the future. 
To state the matter differently, the first half of the song dwells on the Egyptians’ defeat, while the second 
half focuses on Israel’s deliverance, especially that deliverance which was yet to come, the defeat of those 
enemies who would resist Israel’s possession of the land of Canaan, which God promised He would give 
them. 

The New International Version clearly underscores the shift from the past defeat of the Egyptians to 
the future defeat of Israel’s enemies by consistently rendering the verbs of verses 13 and following in the 
future tense.28 Thus, while verses 1-12 have dwelt on God’s past deliverance of His people, verses 13-21 
look to His future deliverance of the Israelites. 

Rightly, the Israelites saw the plagues and their passing through the Red Sea as a beginning. God did 
not just promise to release the Israelites from Egyptian bondage, He promised to bring them into the 
promised land of Canaan. In one sense, the whole exodus event was somewhat of a secondary matter, a 
means for His people to possess the land of Canaan: 

“Therefore, say to the Israelites: ‘I am the Lord and I will bring you out from under the 
yoke of the Egyptians. I will free you from being slaves to them and will redeem you 
with an outstretched arm and with mighty acts of judgment. … And I will bring you to 
the land I swore with uplifted hand to give to Abraham, to Isaac and to Jacob. I will give 
it to you as a possession. I am the Lord’” (Exod. 6:6, 8). 

Verse 13 therefore begins with a summary statement of what God is yet to accomplish for His people. 
Out of His unfailing love, He will lead His people, whom He has just redeemed, into His “holy dwelling.” 
There is a lack of consensus as to what is meant by the expression “holy dwelling” here. I doubt that it’s 
primary reference is to the temple (cf. Psalm 92:13), which is, as yet, not an element of Israel’s hope.29 The 
song could be referring to the promised land of Canaan as God’s “holy dwelling” (cf. Psalm 78:54; Isaiah 
11:9). In the light of the promise of God to Abraham that the sign of His presence with Israel would be that 
Israel would worship God on “this (holy) mountain” (Exod. 3:12; cf. v. 5), the “holy dwelling” may be 
Mount Sinai. In any case, I believe that the “holy dwelling” of God is a reference to the promised land, 
whether or not a particular place (either Mt. Sinai or the temple) is also in mind. 

The hope expressed in verse 13 will require the defeat of Israel’s enemies, the Canaanites, who will 
resist their entrance and possession of the land. The means of accomplishing this are viewed as the same as 
those used to deliver her from Egypt and the Egyptian army. The defeat of Israel’s Canaanite foes is thus 
described in verses 14-15.30 The defeat of the Canaanites is assured by the defeat of the Egyptians, the most 
formidable enemy of all. The Canaanites will be more easily overcome because of the terror produced by 

                                                             
28 This is done even when the verb is actually a past tense. The reason for this is that the past tense 

is often used to describe a future event, which is certain due to the promise or prophecy of God (this is 
called, by the grammarians, a “prophetic perfect”). The future is so certain it can be described as already 
having occurred. In our idiom we would say, “It is as good as done.” 

29 Those who would argue for a late dating of this song would argue that the temple is in mind 
here. 

30 It is evident that the utter terror of Israel’s foes, which will cause them to “melt away in terror 
and dread” (15:15) is not as complete as is here envisioned. That the enemies of Israel did fear is clear from 
the words of Rahab to the Israeli spies in Joshua 2:9-11 (cf. also Josh. 2:24; 5:1; Deut. 2:25). Nevertheless, 
the Canaanites did resist Israel, in a way that seems inconsistent with the optimism of this song (cf. Num. 
14:14-21; 20:18ff.; 21:4; 22:2ff.; Deut. 2:1, 3, 8). There are at least two possible explanations. First, the text 
of the song does not speak of immediate and total defeat, but of the fear of Israel which the exodus 
produced. The fierce resistance of the Canaanites was motivated, no doubt, by this fear. Secondly, Israel’s 
delay in entering the land would tend to minimize the impact of the Red Sea event. Had Israel attempted to 
take the land sooner, the defeat of the Egyptians would have had a greater psychological effect on Israel’s 
enemies. 
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the report of the drowning of the Egyptian army in the Red Sea. They will know that the God of Israel is a 
God of might, a warrior (v. 3), who is able to overcome the enemies of His people. 

There is a play on words evident in the second half of the “Song of the Sea,” which takes up some of 
the same expressions or imagery employed to describe the defeat of the Egyptians and uses them to apply 
to the defeat of the Canaanites. For example, the Egyptian soldiers were said to have sunk “like a stone” in 
the Red Sea (15:5). Now, the terrified Canaanites are prophesied to become “as still as a stone” (15:16). As 
the arm of the Lord enabled Israel to pass through the Red Sea, so the Israelites will pass through their 
enemies (15:16). 

Verses 17 and 18 conclude with a confident affirmation that God will bring His people in to the 
promised land, where He will plant them on His holy mountain. Perhaps now the reference to the Lord’s 
sanctuary does refer to the temple. At least this can be the fulfillment in a way that is more specific than 
Israel anticipated. There, the Lord will reign over His people for ever and ever. The Lord is now seen, for 
the first time I believe, as Israel’s king. The treaty between God and His people will be delivered to them 
from Mt. Sinai. The exodus will serve as the basis for that treaty, as the early chapters of Deuteronomy will 
make clear. 

Verses 19 and 20 turn from poetry to prose, but they may still be a part of the song. These verses serve 
to emphasize the fact that Israel’s hope for the future is directly related to God’s act of deliverance at the 
Red Sea. Miriam, a prophetess and the sister of Aaron (not to mention Moses, cf. footnote 3), led the 
women as they repeated the first refrain of the “Song of the Sea,” which must have been quite a feat for a 
woman who would have had to be around 90 years old. Both the men and the women seemed to have sung 
their own parts in this marvelous hymn of praise. 

The “Song of the Sea” was obviously important to the Israelites who passed through the Red Sea, and 
who sang it as recorded in our text. It served as a vehicle by means of which they could praise God. It also 
provided the mechanism for recording and recalling God’s great act of deliverance at the Red Sea. It 
directed Israel’s attention on the character of God, and it produced hope and confidence in God’s future 
protection and blessing. 

The “Song of the Sea” reveals the great significance the exodus event had for the one who had passed 
through the sea, but what value does this event have for others? Is the exodus and the passing of Israel 
through the Red Sea only dull history, unrelated to our lives? Far from it, the exodus is a theme which 
permeates the remainder of the Old Testament, as well as the New. For saints of every age, the exodus is 
both a prototype and a prophecy of the future redemption(s) of God. Notice the following allusions to the 
exodus or to the terminology of the “Song of the Sea”: 

(1) The events of the exodus were retold to the next generation of Israelites, as the basis and 
motivation for their obedience to the Law which God had given (cf. Deut. 4:32-40; 7:17-19). 

(2) In the crossing of the Jordan, there is a decided parallel to the crossing of the Red Sea (cf. Josh. 
3:14-17). 

(3) The story of Israel’s exodus and portions of the “Song of the Sea” are frequently quoted in the 
Psalms.31 

(4) Throughout the Book of Isaiah, as well as in some of the other prophets, the deliverance of Israel 
from its bondage in Egypt was likened to the deliverance of Israel and Judah from their Assyrian and 
Babylonian captivities. Thus, either by a direct reference or by an allusion, the exodus is constantly drawn 
upon as a symbol and source of hope for Israel’s future deliverance.32 

                                                             
31 Gispen supplies us with this list of citations from the “Song of the Sea” in the Psalms: “v. 1, cf. 

Pss. 66:6; 68:18; 106:12; v. 2, cf. Ps. 118:14, 21, 28; v. 3, cf. Ps. 24:8; v. 4, cf. Ps. 136:15; vv. 5-17, cf. Ps. 
78:52-54; vv. 5-13, cf. Ps. 77:14-21; vv. 5-10, cf. Ps. 106:11; v. 7, cf. Ps. 78:49; v. 8, cf. Ps. 78:13; v. 11, 
cf. Pss. 66:3, 5; 78:4, 12; 86:8; vv. 13-17, cf. Pss. 44:2, 4; 74:2; v. 17, cf. Ps. 80:9, 16; v. 18, cf. Ps. 
146:10.” W. H. Gispen, Exodus, trans. by Ed van der Maas (Grand Rapids: Zondervan Publishing House, 
1982), p. 146. 

32 The following are just a few of the passages in Isaiah and other prophets which are dependent 
upon the exodus account or exodus terminology: Isa. 12 (compare v. 2 with Exodus 15:2); Isa. 43:1-3a, 
14-21; 44:24-28; 50:2-3; 51:9-11; 52:3-6, 11-12; Jer. 16:14f.; 23:7f. Hosea (takes up on the theme of 
Egypt) 7:16; 8:13; 9:3, 6; 11:5, 11. 
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(5) The exodus was, in the Old Testament prophets and in the New Testament gospels, a prototype of 
the greatest redemption of all, the redemption of men’s souls from bondage to sin, which was accomplished 
by the Lord Jesus Christ, the lamb of God (cf. Luke 9:31, where the “departure” which Jesus was 
discussing with His disciples was literally His “exodus”). 

(6) In the Book of Revelation, the deliverance of Israel (as depicted in the “Song of the Sea”) was seen 
as typical or symbolic of the deliverance of the tribulation saints (Rev. 15:1-4). 

Biblical history is not written to bore us with irrelevant details. It is written in order to provide our faith 
with historical roots. Israel’s hope regarding the future (Exod. 15:13-21) was rooted in their experience in 
history, through the plagues and their passing through the Red Sea. So, too, our future hope is based upon 
God’s actions in the past, both in our experience, and in the experience of those who have lived (and 
experienced the hand of God) before us. The Old Testament is therefore a rich source of faith-building 
history, which assures us of what God can do, based upon our knowledge of what God has already done. 
This assumes, of course, that we read the Old Testament with the “eyes of faith,” believing that these 
events did happen, as they were described. 

The “Song of the Sea” and the exodus experience which it describes is an excellent illustration of a 
principle which is taught in the New Testament: 

And we rejoice in the hope of the glory of God. Not only so, but we also rejoice in our 
sufferings, because we know that suffering produces perseverance; perseverance, 
character; and character, hope. And hope does not disappoint us, because God has poured 
out his love into our hearts by the Holy Spirit, whom he has given us (Rom. 5:2b-5). 

Here, Paul is teaching us that the joy of the Christian remains, and even grows, in the midst of trials 
and tribulation. The more difficult things become, the more our faith is put to the test. The more our tested 
faith proves to be legitimate and living faith, the more hope we have for the future. It is the testing of 
tribulation and trials which shows that our faith is much more than a “fair weather faith,” thus giving us 
even greater confidence in the future. 

Israel came to know God in a greater way as a result of the trials and testings that they experienced in 
Egypt and in the wilderness. We, too, come to know God more intimately and more fully in the midst of the 
trials which He leads us through. And when we “pass through” these trials, we look to the future fulfillment 
of God’s promises as even more certain, having experienced His faithfulness in the tough times of our 
lives. 

The “Song of the Sea” which the Israelites sang also serves to remind us that our security and hope are 
ultimately dependent upon the character of God. While their song described the deeds of God in the 
destruction of their enemies, the song points to the character of God which His actions point to. God’s 
greatness, goodness, and faithfulness are the basis for our faith and our hope. Ultimately, we trust a person 
for his character, and not for his abilities. God is both able and willing to help us in our time of need. The 
God of the Old Testament is the same God of the New, and because He does not change (Jas. 1:17), we can 
trust in His character as demonstrated in the lives of the saints of old. 

Israel’s Protests at the Waters of Marah  
(15:22-27) 

The “Song of the Sea” was not written to be sung but once. Perhaps the Israelites continued to sing this 
song as they traveled on their way from the shores of the Red Sea, entering into the Desert of Shur. For 
three days they found no water. This does not mean they had no water to drink, but their supplies would 
have been limited, and they would have had to ration them carefully. The people were no doubt anxious 
about their water supply as they came to Marah. 

Sighting the waters at Marah must have brought great rejoicing to the Israelites. Their thirst, they 
thought, would be quenched, their cattle could be watered, and their reserves replenished. What a 
disappointment it must have been to discover that the waters were bitter, and thus unfit for consumption. 
Their joy at discovering water turned quickly to anger at Moses for leading them to such a place. How 
could Moses have bungled this matter so badly? They did not hesitate to place the responsibility for this 
blunder squarely on the shoulders of their leader—Moses. They demanded that he come up with a solution. 

Moses cried out to the Lord, who showed him a piece of wood, which he cast into the water, causing it 
to become sweet. No one knows of any wood which could produce the result which is here described. The 
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transformation of the waters of Marah (which means “bitter,” cf. Ruth 1:20) was a miracle. The casting of 
the wood into the water must have been a symbolic act, like Moses raising his staff over the waters of the 
Red Sea. 

The incident at Marah was divinely designed as a test of Israel’s faith (v. 25), and as a teaching tool (v. 
26). By Israel’s protest against Moses, the people had revealed their lack of faith and hardness of heart. 
They were deserving of the same plagues which God had brought upon the Egyptians. If the Israelites 
would obey Him (which, I take it, meant to obey the leadership of Moses) God would keep the plagues of 
Egypt from falling upon them. If they persisted in protesting against Moses’ leadership, the inference is that 
God would plague His people as He had done to the Egyptians. God does not tolerate disobedience and 
unbelief, either in the Egyptians or in His people. Just as the Lord “healed” the bitter waters of Marah, 
making them sweet, so He would be Israel’s healer, if they would but obey. 

Having brought this message home to the Israelites, God led them on to Elim, where there was an 
ample supply of water. Here they camped, and gained needed refreshment from the water of the springs and 
the shade of the trees (v. 27). 

Conclusion 
While this chapter appears to have two very distinct accounts, there is good reason for the fact that 

Moses has placed them side by side. The “Song of the Sea” and the “bitter waters of Marah” are contrasting 
accounts, but accounts which have a direct relationship to each other. Two observations are crucial to our 
understanding the relationship between the praises of Israel in the “Song of the Sea” (vss. 1-21) and the 
protests of Israel at Marah (vss. 22-26). 

(1) The Israelites failed to see the relationship between the affirmation of their faith in their 
worship (vss. 1-21) and the application of their faith in their daily walk (vss. 22-26). Israel had just 
proclaimed her faith in God as her warrior (15:3), but she was unable to trust in God as her waterer 
(15:22-26). That God could handle a problem with the water at Marah should not come as any surprise. 
After all, God had delivered Israel and destroyed the Egyptians by means of His control of the water in the 
Red Sea. The winds (which the song describes as coming from the breath of God, vss. 8, 10) caused the 
waters to part. God was able to make the waters congeal, so that there were walls of water on both sides of 
the Israelites (cf. v. 8). God caused the waters to close in upon the Egyptian army, drowning them all. If 
God could deal with the waters of the Red Sea, surely He could be trusted to deal with the waters of Marah. 
Israel should have been able to apply the faith she affirmed in the “Song of the Sea” to her dilemma at the 
waters of Marah, but she did not. 

Lest we become unnecessarily perturbed at the Israelites for their lack of faith, and become a little 
proud of ourselves, let me suggest that the problem which Israel illustrates is also one of the greatest 
problems of Christians in every age, including our own. We often fail to apply our faith in God, resulting 
from one event, to another event which is virtually identical. For example, the feeding of the 5,000 (Mark 
6:30-44) should have taught the disciples to trust in the Lord Jesus to feed the multitudes, and yet shortly 
after this great miracle, the disciples failed to apply their faith to the matter of feeding the 4,000 (Mark 
8:1-10). 

When we gather to worship God, we do not sing the “Song of the Sea” but we do sing many hymns 
and choruses which express our faith in God. We sing, “Great Is Thy Faithfulness,” and then go our ways 
fretting and worrying about the petty details of our lives, as though God was not faithful at all. We sing, “It 
Is Well With My Soul,” but when some little irritation comes along, our faith flounders. We sing, “O, for a 
Thousand Tongues,” and then, when someone makes fun of our faith, we are tongue-tied and cannot find 
any words to say concerning our faith. 

The point is simply this. It is a great deal easier to affirm our faith in public worship than it is to apply 
our faith in our daily walk. Here is the real crunch. Here is where the rubber meets the road. It is not that 
we need to worship less, it is that we must apply in our daily walk those truths which we affirm in our 
worship. Just as God led the Israelites to the waters of Marah, so He leads us in such a way as to give us 
ample opportunity to apply our faith, or at least to reveal our lack of faith. 

One of the contributing factors to our failure to apply our faith in our daily walk is that we tend to 
create false distinctions between those areas which are sacred (church, public worship) and those which are 
secular (work, daily living). The result is that we think of our faith as relevant to our “devotional” activities, 
but not to our daily activities. It is my contention that God distinguishes between those matters which are 
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holy and those which are profane, but not between those matters which are sacred and those which are 
secular. A more careful look at the Law of Moses will reveal that Israel’s faith was to govern and guide 
them in the minute details of their (secular) lives. 

(2) Not only did Israel fail to apply their faith to their situation at Marah, they failed to even see 
the problem as being spiritual. In the text we read that the Israelites protested against Moses, not against 
God (v. 24). They demanded that Moses produce water for them, they did not cry to God for water. It is my 
contention that they did not see their circumstances as demanding a “spiritual” solution, but only as 
demanding a “secular” solution. At least when the Israelites were trapped between the Egyptian army and 
the Red Sea they cried out to God for help (before they began to grumble against Moses, cf. 14:10-12). 
Here, at Marah, they immediately confronted Moses, and ignored God altogether. 

Ironically, the Israelites forgot that the pillar of cloud was still guiding them (cf. 13:21-22), and that 
God Himself was present with them in the cloud. If they were wrongly led, God led them wrongly by the 
cloud. Imagine the protests of the Israelites, while the cloud hovered over the waters of Marah. The 
Israelites failed to understand that if God promised to bring them safely out of Egypt and into the land of 
Canaan, any obstacle which would hinder or prevent them was one with which God was concerned, and 
which He could overcome. They failed to see bitter water as a matter about which God would be 
concerned, but He was concerned because water was necessary to preserve His people. 

At the Red Sea, Israel should have learned that God was able to overcome any obstacle (such as the 
Red Sea, which He parted) or any opponent (such as the Egyptians, which He drowned in the Red Sea—the 
obstacle). Thus, while the Israelites sang that God was going to overcome their opponents (the Canaanites), 
they did not grasp the fact that He would also overcome all the obstacles to their entrance into Canaan 
(such as the bitter waters of Marah). 

How often we fall into the very same trap. We view God as being concerned only with the big 
problems of life, those which appear to be spiritual. But anything which hinders our growth, our 
sanctification, or our ability to do what He has purposed is a matter about which He is concerned, and 
which He is able to overcome. Frequently, when we encounter a problem in our lives, we do not even 
consider that it is something about which God is intimately concerned. We immediately begin to turn to 
secular solutions, without seeking God’s solution.  

One reason why we fail to view our problems as an occasion for faith is that we have become 
accustomed to living by scientific principles rather than spiritual principles. The scientific method is a good 
method—for matters of science. But it is incompatible when it comes to matters of faith. Here, the 
scientific method must be set aside (not scrapped, but set aside). Scientific principles are essential for 
scientific purposes. One does not, for example, design an airplane, load it full of people, and hope that it 
flies. It must pass a rigorous series of tests and be proven functional and reliable. 

The scientific method requires that every scientific fact be proven, being performed under controlled 
conditions, having hard empirical evidence, and being repeatable, time after time. In order for one to accept 
the account of the Red Sea on scientific grounds, the depth of the sea would have had to have been 
measured, the velocity of the winds calculated, and all other variables considered. In order to prove that this 
was something scientifically verifiable, the parting of the sea would have to be repeated time after time. 
And after being scientifically proven, one could only predict that the event would happen again if it were 
repeated under identical conditions. Any change in any variable would cause the scientist to question the 
possibility of repeating the phenomenon under different conditions. 

The spiritual method is different. The spiritual method observes what God has done, accepting the 
event on face value, governed and qualified by the divine revelation which accompanies the phenomenon. 
The spiritual method then views the event as a manifestation of the character of God. On the basis of God’s 
character (as consistent with biblical descriptions of His character elsewhere), the Christian then looks at 
any future circumstance as an opportunity for God to act in such a way as to achieve His purposes by 
overcoming both obstacles (like the Red Sea, or the hardness of men’s hearts) and opponents (like Satan, 
the antichrist, or the armies of men who have been deceived and used by Satan). Variations in conditions 
do not change the character of God, nor do they pose a problem to the God who is all-powerful.  

The reason why we fail to see many circumstances as occasions that require a spiritual solution (and 
therefore require faith as well) is because we are using the scientific method of reasoning, rather than the 
spiritual method of reasoning, which reasons according to God’s revealed will and in accordance with the 
character of God, as demonstrated in history. 
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As we come to the conclusion of the message, let me attempt to apply this text to a current problem, 
which I shall call the “charismatic problem.” Many contemporary charismatics are inclined to think and to 
teach that life can and will be lived on the spiritual mountain tops. Thus, we should expect the Israelites to 
continually experience the euphoria and optimism of the “Song of the Sea.” Such is not the case, however. 
God did not allow the Israelites to stay by the sea, singing their glorious song. He did not keep them on the 
mountain. Instead, God led the Israelites into the desert, allowed them to be thirsty, and gave them bitter 
water. This adverse situation tested the faith and endurance of the Israelites, and provided the occasion for 
God to teach His people an important lesson. Expecting to live the Christian life on a continuous high is not 
only unrealistic, it is unbiblical. Thank God for the times of victory and elation, but do not expect things to 
stay this way forever. 

Now a word to my non-charismatic reader. While we often accuse our charismatic brethren of 
expecting the miraculous and the ecstatic to be the norm, we often have become content to expect that 
things will always happen according to natural laws and practices, so that we expect miracles not to 
happen. God is not obliged to work a miracle for our benefit, but He is able to do so, and He sometimes 
does do so. The Israelites saw the miraculous hand of God at work in their passing through the Red Sea, 
and they expected His hand to work mightily and miraculously as they entered into the land of Canaan to 
possess it. We, on the other hand, have convinced ourselves that we ought not expect the miraculous. 

The conversion of souls is a miracle. If we do not look for God to work in miraculous ways, we may as 
well stop witnessing and trying to evangelize the lost. The process of sanctification as well as the 
manifestation of the Spirit in the lives of the saints for ministry is a miracle, and we dare not seek to serve 
the Lord without asking for His miraculous power to do so.  

Frankly, I do not know which is worse—thinking miracles should be the rule, or thinking that miracles 
have been ruled out—but there must be a balance. The exodus event is a manifestation of God’s miraculous 
might, employed to achieve His purposes and to fulfill His promises. The Israelites saw the miracle of God 
accomplished in the past as a guarantee of His intervention in the future. May God give us the faith to look 
for (but not demand) the miraculous in our lives, when it is required to accomplish the purposes and 
promises of God. 

If you have not personally come to faith in the Lord Jesus Christ, then you have not experienced the 
miracle of being born again, of having your sins forgiven, your guilt removed, and of the joy of fellowship 
with God and the hope of heaven. It is only when you experience this miracle of conversion that you will 
look for the miraculous hand of God to work in your life in the future. 
 


